Turkmenistan

Postcode

Postcode type and position

6 digits to the left of the locality name.

Coding method

7 4 4 0 0 0

urban and rural mail centre hub
main town, province

Address format

Turkmenposte accepts both the standard address format and the inverted format, i.e. addresses beginning with the country name and ending in the addressee name.

Examples

Ms. Dovletova D.A.
5, rue Atabaev
744000 ASHKHABAD
TURKMENISTAN

TURKMENISTAN
744000 ASHKHABAD
5, rue Atabaev
Ms. Dovletova D.A.

Contact

Turkmenposte
Département du courrier international
16, rue M. Kossaev
744000 ASHKHABAD
TURKMENISTAN

Tel: (+99 312) 356 406
Fax: (+99 312) 398 931
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